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APPLICATION SPOTLIGHT
Performance of In-Line Addition using the TridentTM

Internal standards (IS) are often used in ICP optical and mass spectrometry to correct
for matrix based interferences and improve measurement stability.1 Similarly, an ionization
buffer can be utilized for axial view ICPs to suppress the ionization effects of easily ionizable
elements (EIE). Whether an IS or ionization buffer is used, this process involves dosing
each blank, standard, and sample with a known concentration of a particular element (or
elements). When dealing with a large number of samples, this process can be very time
consuming. Other concerns are the risk of contamination and the accuracy of volumetric
addition.
An alternative to premixing the IS or ionization buffer is to add them in-line using a mixing
tee. Glass Expansion developed the Trident In-Line Reagent Addition Kit for this purpose.2
The Trident allows the IS and/or ionization buffer to be automatically mixed with each sample
during sample introduction, saving considerable sample preparation time and reducing the
risk of error or contamination. The focus of this article is to compare the performance of
manual addition (offline) to inline addition of an IS using the Trident. We will also investigate
the use of a self-aspirating nebulizer in conjunction with the Trident kit, eliminating the need
for peristaltic pump delivery of the sample and IS.
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Experimental:

The operating conditions for an Agilent
5100 ICP-OES are listed in Table 1. In this
experiment, the Trident Kit relies on the
instrument peristaltic pump to accurately
dose each sample with an IS or other
reagent (Figure 1A). The Trident is offered in
two configurations, one kit which includes a
glass tee for solutions which do not contain
HF and another which includes a PFA tee
(Figure 1B) for HF-containing samples. Both
kits are completely modular so that damaged
or worn components can easily be replaced.
The glass tee was used throughout these
experiments.

Table 1. Agilent 5100 ICP-OES Operating Parameters
Plasma Gas Flow

12 L/min

Auxiliary Gas Flow

1.0 L/min

RF Power

1350 W

Nebulizer

SeaSpray (P/N ARG-07-USS2)

Nebulizer Gas Flow

0.75 L/min

Nebulizer Flow Rate

1 mL/min (1.4 mL/min
self-aspiration)

Peristaltic Pump Tubing - Sample
Peristaltic Pump Tubing - IS

0.76mm i.d.
0.76mm i.d. (with Trident only)

Twister (P/N 20-809-9199HE)
Spray Chamber
The heart of each Trident kit is a custom
designed mixing chamber (Figure 2). The tee
provides zero dead volume connections on the input ends for the sample and reagent lines. The output end, however, is designed with a
small mixing chamber so that the sample and reagent are intimately mixed prior to introduction to the nebulizer. The design of the mixing
chamber is vital, and helps the ICP analyst to achieve efficient mixing and maintain a stable ratio of Sample:IS. Other inline mixing devices
have used a coil of capillary tubing after the tee to give the sample and IS time to thoroughly mix. The problem with this approach is that
the coil adds significant overhead to both the front end (stabilization delay) and the back end (washout). However, even with the efficient
built-in mixing chamber of the Trident kit, it is important to note that the instrument stabilization time in the ICP method parameters will
need to be adjusted. The additional time required will depend on the mixing ratio. Typically, the more closely matched are the two peristaltic
pump tubing diameters (sample and IS), the lower the stabilization time. In these experiments an additional 10 seconds was added to the
instrument stabilization time when using the Trident.
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Results:

Figure 1A. Trident In-Line Reagent setup

A comparison of the IS stability and precision achieved with and
without the Trident is shown in Figure 3. The stability of IS signal
with the Trident closely matches the sample set that was manually
spiked with IS. Over a period of 85 minutes, an IS signal precision
of 0.4% RSD is achieved with the Trident compared to 0.7% where
the IS was manually added. These results show that performance
of inline addition with the Trident is at least as precise as manual
addition.
Figure 3. Comparison of Internal Standard Stability – Trident vs. Manual Addition

Internal Standard

Sample

Figure 1B. Trident In-Line Reagent Addition Kits

Trident Kit for non-HF solutions		

Trident Kit for HF solutions

To evaluate the performance of the Trident a 1ppm yttrium solution
was added inline to a 0.5ppm multi-element solution, both via the
peristaltic pump and via self-aspiration (1:1 ratio). The yttrium
(IS) stability and precision (%RSD) were compared to the same
sample introduction system with no Trident, where an yttrium
IS was manually added to a 0.5ppm multi-element solution.
The final IS concentration for all experiments was 0.5ppm
yttrium. The same analysis was performed with self-aspiration
instead of the peristaltic pump, both with and without the Trident.
Readings for all experiments were taken every 5 minutes over a
period of time ranging from 40 to 85 minutes, depending on the
experiment.

Since inline addition with the Trident relies, in part, on the stability
of the uptake rate of the IS via the peristaltic pump, it is important
to check the condition of peristaltic pump tubing and the tension of
the clamp. The TruFloTM real-time sample monitor3 is a very useful
tool to diagnose any problems associated with sample tubing or the
nebulizer. By inserting the TruFlo in the IS line, you always know
the actual rate of IS uptake to your nebulizer. Placing the TruFlo
after the Trident allows for monitoring of the combined flow rate
from the sample line and IS line.
In Figure 4 we show the effects of IS pump tubing tension on IS
flow rate as measured with the TruFlo; the clamp was tightened by
a half turn at each arrow. The real time display enables you to easily
optimize the tension on the peristaltic pump tubing, helping you to
maximize the tubing life and improve analytical precision. Too much
pressure will result in faster tube wear and more noise. Too little
pressure may result in irregular flow and poor long term stability.
Figure 4. Optimization of Pump Tubing Tension using the TruFlo

Figure 2. Trident Mixing Chamber
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To evaluate the ICP performance versus the tension applied to the
peristaltic pump tubing, we adjusted the clamp from “too tight” to
“too loose” to a “proper” tension. While the % RSD of the IS signal
is not greatly affected, the yttrium signal varies based on the tension
and thus the Sample:IS ratio will change if the proper tension is not
used (Figure 5). Adding the TruFlo to the ICP sample introduction
system is a simple way to enhance day-to-day reproducibility and
reduce the need to repeat measurements because of worn pump
tubing or incorrect clamping of the pump tube. The TruFlo can also
be used to alert the analyst to a blockage in the nebulizer. For more
information on the TruFlo please refer to the TruFlo webpage.3

Figure 6. Self-Aspiration Kit
6A

6B

6C

Figure 5. Comparison of Internal Standard Signal vs. Pump Tubing Tension

Figure 7. Comparison of Self Aspiration Delivery of the IS – Trident vs. Manual Addition

Many ICP-MS labs rely on self-aspiration rather than a peristaltic
pump for sample uptake. For these applications in-line addition
of an internal standard is still possible with the Trident. The Glass
Expansion Self-Aspiration Kit combines the Trident with a Glass
Expansion concentric nebulizer and a customized autosampler
probe. The customized autosampler probe (shown with the optional
inline particle filter in Figure 6C) directly connects to the Trident
via a zero dead volume connection that provides a stable and
consistent uptake of the sample. The Self-Aspiration Kit is shown
with the TruFlo sample monitor in Figure 6A and with the optional
inline filter in Figure 6B. The addition of the inline filter provides
a simple and effective way to eliminate the risk of blockages due
to particulates in your samples. Even with the inline filter in place
there is no restriction in the self-aspiration uptake rate. For more
information on the Inline Filter please refer to the Inline Particle
Filter webpage.4
The results in Figure 7 show that the IS stability obtained using
the Trident and manual addition are indistinguishable when using
self-aspiration.

Conclusions:

The Trident Inline Reagent Kit provides an ICP analyst with a simple
method of accurately dosing each blank, standard, and sample with
an internal standard or ionization buffer. The stability and precision
of inline addition with the Trident matches the performance of
manual addition. Sample preparation time is drastically reduced
with the use of inline dilution, in addition to lowering the risk of
contamination and error. The TruFlo accessory affords the ICP
analyst with a means of monitoring the IS flow rate in real time,
ensuring that the Sample:IS ratio is maintained and that the proper
tension is applied to the peristaltic pump tubing. A customized SelfAspiration Kit in combination with the Trident provides the same
performance of in-line addition without the need for the peristaltic
pump.
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NEW

PRODUCTS

D-Torch for
Spectro Arcos II,
SpectroBlue and
Nu Plasma II
models

The D-Torch is a new demountable torch design that provides the
benefits of a fully demountable torch at a significantly lower cost.
We have previously released the D-Torch for many ICP-OES and
ICP-MS models. D-Torches are now also available for the Spectro
Arcos II, SpectroBlue and Nu Plasma II models.
The D-Torch is a cost-effective alternative to the standard fixed
torch or semi-demountable torch. It will save money for any
laboratory with a moderate workload. In most cases, when the
torch wears, you will only need to replace the outer tube instead of
replacing the entire torch. You will realize a saving after replacing
the outer tube three to five times.
Product Number:

30-808-3600 - D-Torch Assembly

31-808-3601 - Quartz Outer Tube

Description:

30-808-3600

D-Torch for SpectroBlue EOP

30-808-3629

D-Torch for SpectroBlue TI

30-808-3614

D-Torch for SpectroBlue and Arcos II SOP

30-808-3657

D-Torch for Arcos II EOP

30-808-3496

D-Torch for Nu Plasma II

31-808-3605 - D-Torch Body

Click here to see the full D-Torch range.
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